100'

The BCY 100’ MOTOR CAT

represents the ultimate generation of power catamaran. Exceptional styling,
performance, safety, luxury interior, this modern power cat designed by Vaton
Design is the best of its range.
The yacht is built to the highest standards with light and resistant composite
materials under the Bureau Veritas rules.
With a waterline length of less than 28 meters, she offers excellent
maneuverability with a reduced crew . The shallow draft allows anchoring
closer to the coast and navigating where any other motor yacht cannot sail.
Combining the enormous stability of the catamaran concept, the BCY 100’
Power Cat is a luxury motor yacht capable of speed over 25 knots and offering
a range of 2000 nautical miles at 11 knots.
Equipped with waterjets propulsion for silence, no vibration and extreme
maneuvering, the BCY 100’ MC is efficient in any sea condition with the
highest safety and comfort.

With its luxury lightweight accommodation of more than 200m2 , the BCY
100‘ MC can accommodate 10 guests with an unmatchable comfort.
The vast panoramic owner’s cabin is located on the upper deck offering an
outstanding sea view and the highest privacy through its own private outdoor
terrace.
The huge front beach offers a lounge, a sunbathing area and a spa where the
guests will enjoy the sea and the sun with exceptional conditions in addition the
aft cockpit and its «al fresco» lounge and dinning allow to find a comfortable
shaded area.
The wheelhouse is equipped with high end navigation equipment according to
the rules for easy and safety navigation.
Like on all Blue Coast Yachts, the aft hydraulic platform allows the easiest
tender operation and can be used as a comfortable swimming platform .

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
MAIN DIMENSIONS
Length LOA :
Maximum Beam :
Draft :
Displacement :
Construction :

30m - 100’
10,64m - 40.3’
1.10m - 6.5’
75 tons
Sealium Aluminum

PROPULSION
Main Engines :
Max speed under power :
Range at Cruising Speed :

2 x 1500 hp MAN
20 knots
2000 Nm

ON BOARD EQUIPMENT
Water Maker :
Air conditioning :
Generators :
Fuel capacity :

2 x 200 litres
120 000 BTU
2x20 KVA
2 x 3000 litres / 2 x 792 US GAL

CABINS
Guests :
Crew :

Specifications may change without prior notice

5 twins
2 twins
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